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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT  

Dear ISBIS members, 

This is my last column as ISBIS President and, first of all, let me 

tell you that it has been a great honour for me to serve our 

community in that role. I have had the opportunity to work with 

committed and friendly people at a difficult time for everyone. 

The pandemic has changed our lives and the way we work, even 

for an association such as ISBIS. We have tried to adapt our ac-

tivities to the changed environment and I hope you have bene-

fited from them. The major change has been the way we 

“meet”. We had planned two meetings, one at Brock University 

(Canada) in 2020 and one in Amsterdam in 2021, and we will 

end up with just a virtual meeting on May 7th, 2021 (more in this issue).  I would like to 

thank Martina Vandebroek for her work over the last three 

years as Vice President for the program: I would like to mention 

the very successful meeting in Kuala Lumpur in 2019, the won-

derful program prepared for ISBIS 2020 in Canada, unfortunately 

cancelled, and the brilliant idea (with Dan Jeske and Caterina 

Liberati) of having only ASMBI papers at the virtual ISBIS 2021. 

Our goal now is to meet again in 2022 (possibly in Amsterdam) 

and in 2023 (possibly at Brock University, prior to the ISI World 

Statistics Congress in Ottawa).  Dan Jeske and the new ISBIS offic-

ers (read the news about them later) will work on those activi-

ties, bringing back our old traditions without giving up the new 

opportunities we have been 

offered in the last year. I am re-

ferring to webinars and I am 

proud to say that we have con-

tributed a lot to the Year of 

Women in Statistics and Data Sci-

ence, with our series on Leading 

Women in Business and Industri-

al Statistics. You can see in this 

issue the partial list of upcoming 

webinars and where to see videos 

of past ones, including those for y-BIS initiatives. Although I will be  out  of  the  decisional 
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process in ISBIS as of July 16th, 2021, I am using this 

opportunity to look ahead rather than summarise 

what has been done in the past (I will write a report on 

past activities for the General Assembly on May, 7th, 

2021).  

There are many challenges to face and I start with ca-

pacity building. We will support again the “usual” 

meetings, which were postponed last year: those on 

Financial Statistics in India organised by Rituparna Sen 

and the courses organised by Olawale Awe in Nigeria. 

ISBIS had contributed plenary speakers and sessions to a (cancelled)  national meeting in Colombia, thanks to 

Sergio Yañez, and cooperation could resume in the near future. There were discussions with Wee Yeap Lau 

about possible events in Malaysia and Y-BIS has connections in Indonesia: this is another part of the world to 

be considered for future activities. I had in mind to create links with universities in Ethiopia, supporting them 

to collaborate with local companies. The idea would be to get problems from companies and set up teams 

from the Ethiopian universities supported by leading researchers provided by ISBIS.  

The experience we have had in the last year with webinars opens new possibilities about regular activities 

(webinars, courses, virtual and hybrid meetings) in developing countries. Like the webinars we had this year 

by leading women, ISBIS could organise ones by leading researchers in developing countries, possibly not only 

in English but also, say, in French and Spanish. ISBIS can count on the experience of Rahim Mahmoudvand 

who has managed all of them, often with my help.  

The combination of virtual and “in person” events should be part of the mission, still too far from satisfactory, 

to reach and involve more and more practitioners in ISBIS, so far too biased towards the academic world. We 

currently have only one non-academic member in the Council, Julie Novak, who has made valuable contribu-

tions both in organising events and as an ASMBI Associate Editor. More efforts are needed to have a more 

effective presence in the business and industry world: new ideas are needed, such as Dan Jeske’s  recent  one  
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about short videos on Data Science. ISBIS has also a Blog Corner to be revitalised to become a forum for dis-

cussions: I hope the recent invitation I made to authors of papers in the ASMBI Practitioner’s Corner will be 

helpful.  

Regarding ASMBI, I am still the Editor-in-Chief (for how long?) and I plan to concentrate most of my future 

non-research activity to it, after spending twenty years as President, Vice President and Council/Board mem-

ber of international associations. In my remaining time at ASMBI, I intend to solicit and secure papers and 

special issues on hot topics and more effective papers in the Practitioner’s Corner. I really wish ISBIS members 

will make a full use of ASMBI, as authors and readers (using the free access offered by Wiley). 

We worked to collect information on ISBIS history through memories and documents, thanks to contributions 

by past Presidents and my files (as ex-officio member of ISBIS council since 2007 I have collected a lot of doc-

uments). With the help of Rituparna Sen, we prepared folders which need to be better structured and, in 

some cases, completed and made accessible to future ISBIS officers and, when possible, to all ISBIS members. 

For this and many other activities, I am very grateful to Dylan Friel, our young and capable webmaster. 

The website needs a complete overhaul and I had thought about it but the ISI webmaster anticipated changes 

in our flagship association website and we are waiting for them: a work for Dan and Dylan (until he gets his 

Ph.D.) in the near future. 

There are two other areas where ISBIS needs to expand its activities: young statisticians and, as I said before, 

practitioners and the companies they belong to. y-BIS, under the direction of Luca Frigau, has been very ac-

tive in organising events, including two recent webinars on Data Science (the one on Tourism has been the 

most attended one among the webinars organised by ISI and its seven Associations, including ISBIS). I believe 

that y-BIS should be even more ambitious and use the combination of social networks and physical/virtual/

hybrid events to create a larger and more stable group. I know we lost young members who were paying  

very low, if not free, membership fees, since ISBIS has to pay a significant amount to ISI for each member to 

cover administrative costs and such amount was going to limit the ability of supporting, e.g., capacity building 

activities. y-BIS could create a network to discuss, share information and organise events without needing for-

mal membership and providing members’ benefits. I know this is controversial and I fully agree with ISI’s re-

quest to charge the associations for administrative costs, but we should reach generations of young statisti-

cians without affecting ISBIS finances. Tahir Ekin has prepared new rules on  benefits  and  fees  for  corporate  
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members, since they are important to increase the efficacy of ISBIS activities and also provide financial sup-

port for them. We had planned an outreach campaign which the pandemic has cancelled: another job for fu-

ture officers!  

The current issue of ISBIS News (as in the past and, fortunately, for the foreseeable future) is the superb 

achievement of Román Viveros who has been able to provide a combination of nice format and news. He has 

been helped by few people, including Yili Hong, but I hope he will receive more contributions from ISBIS 

members in the future. 

There is a person I would like to thank a lot for her support and wisdom, even though she has no more an ac-

tive role in ISBIS, being its Past President: Nalini Ravishanker. I asked her for a lot of advice and she always 

provided it: a very good friend, with whom I have been working for years and on whom I can count.  

I realise that my final report is not about what we have done over the past two years and our “successes” but 

what I would have liked to do and, for various reasons, I have not done. Therefore, it is a story of “failures” 

but I hope these ideas will be helpful for the next ISBIS officers. I leave all of us in very good hands! Arriveder-

ci e grazie!   

Fabrizio Ruggeri, ISBIS President (fabrizio@mi.imati.cnr.it) 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

THE ASMBI REPORT 

Last time I wrote a long article about my activity as Editor-in-Chief of ASMBI and I 

posted it also on the ISBIS blog website https://blogisbis.wordpress.com/. I wish I 

had got more feedback, but you can always send comments to me and/or the ISBIS 

President (Dan Jeske will take my place in the latter position pretty soon).  I recent-

ly invited the authors of the 2020-2021 papers in the Practitioner’s Corner to write 

a contribution for the ISBIS Blog Corner highlighting the main findings and sugges-

tions of their papers. I hope that we will get some contributions, to increase the 

visibility of the papers (and ASMBI and ISBIS as well!). 

Regarding the promotion of ASMBI, I would like to thank the Organizing Com-

mittee (Martina Vandebroek, Caterina Liberati and Dan Jeske) of the ISBIS 

Meeting on May 7th for having invited authors of five papers published in the jour-

nal. You will read more about the event in this issue of ISBIS News. This is another example of the collabora-

tion between ASMBI and ISBIS.  
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 In terms of collaborations, it is 

worth mentioning one of the 

next special issues: the one on 

Data Science in Process Indus-

tries on which you can read 

elsewhere in ISBIS News. This 

special issue stems from the 

ENBIS (European Network for 

Business and Industrial Statis-

tics) Spring Meeting but it is 

open to everyone’s contribu-

tion. We are continuing, thanks to our Editor Emmanuel Yashchin, the collaboration with the Quality and 

Productivity Research Conference (QPRC). After publishing QPRC 2019 papers in the last 2020 issue, we are 

going to publish selected papers from the forthcoming QPRC 2021 (postponement of the one planned in 

2020), whose website is https://qprc2021.com/. 

Let me conclude this note with news about the change of one of the two ASMBI Editors (not Emmanuel): 

Kathy Ensor leaves her position since she will be the 2022 President of the American Statistical Association 

and her new duties will compel her to regretfully (this is what she says, and not only my opinion!) quit her job 

as ASMBI Editor. She was in charge of most papers on Financial Math and involving time series and she 

worked a lot in trying to have papers which were sound also from a more applied viewpoint. It is a pity that 

Kathy has to leave (like when Dennis Lin and Nalini Ravishanker left their role as Editors) but we already have 

an excellent replacement: Rituparna Sen from the Bangalore Centre of the Indian Statistical Institute. Ritupar-

na already knows ASMBI and ISBIS very well since she is currently an Associate Editor of the journal and Coun-

cil member of the Association. Rituparna will cover the same areas of expertise as Kathy and she has proved 

to be very reliable and committed in her years in the ASMBI Editorial Board. The transition will be smooth, 

not only because Rituparna “knows the system” but also because there will be an overlap period before 

Kathy leaves and Rituparna takes full responsibility. I would like to thank both of them and wish them all the 

best for their new adventures. 

P.S. I remind you that ISBIS members can access ASMBI for free and are entitled to a 35% discount on Wiley 

books. They will receive pretty soon a reminder with the credentials to access the Members Only area of the 

ISBIS website. 

Fabrizio Ruggeri, ASMBI Editor-in-Chief (fabrizio@mi.imati.cnr.it) 
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Applied Stochastic Models in Business and Industry    

Volume 37, Issue 1 

Pages: 1-154 

January/February 2021 
 

 

Issue Information 

Pages 1-2, First Published: 08 February 2021 

ISSUE PAPERS  

DISCUSSION PAPER 

Virtual age, is it real? ‐ Discussing virtual age in reliability context 

Maxim Finkelstein and Ji Hwan Cha 

Pages: 3-16, First Published: 07 September 2020 

 

DISCUSSIONS 

 

Discussion of “Virtual age, is it real?” 

Masaaki Kijima 

Pages: 17-20, First Published: 22 September 2020  

Discussion of “Virtual age, is it real?” 

Laurent Doyen, Olivier Gaudoin,  

Pages: 21-23, First Published: 06 November 2020 

 

Discussion of “Virtual age, is it real?” 

Gustavo L. Gilardoni, Maria Luíza G. de Toledo 

Pages: 24-25, First Published: 05 November 2020 

 

Discussion of “Virtual age, is it real?” 

Richard Arnold, Stefanka Chukova, Yu Hayakawa 

Pages: 26-29, First Published: 11 October 2020 
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Discussion of “Virtual age, is it real?” 

Min Xie Mimi Zhang 

Pages: 30-31, First Published: 12 October 2020 

 

Comments on “Virtual age, is it real? (Discussing virtual age in reliability context)” by M. Finkelstein, J. H. 

Cha, Yili Hong, William Q. Meeker 

 Pages: 32-34, First Published: 06 October 2020 

 
Discussion of “Virtual age, is it real?” 

Refik Soyer 

Pages: 35-36, First Published: 10 January 2021 

 
Discussion of “Virtual age, is it real?”  

Bo H. Lindqvist 

Pages: 37-40, First Published: 03 November 2020 

 
Discussion of virtual age, is it real? 

Lirong Cui 

Pages: 41-44, First Published: 03 November 2020 

 

REJOINDER 

Rejoinder to “Virtual age, is it real?” 

Maxim Finkelstein, Ji Hwan Cha 

Birnbaum‐Saunders quantile regression and its diagnostics with application to economic data 

Luis Sánchez, Víctor Leiva, Manuel Galea, Helton Saulo 

Stress testing network reconstruction via graphical causal model 

Helder Rojas David Dias 

Pages: 74-83, First Published: 19 May 2020 
 

 

Pages: 45-52, First Published: 27 January 2021 

 

RESEARCH ARTICLES 

Pages: 53-73, First Published: 27 June 2020 
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https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/asmb.2584
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/asmb.2584
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/asmb.2584
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/action/doSearch?ContribAuthorStored=Lindqvist%2C+Bo+H
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/asmb.2581
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/asmb.2581
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A new distribution‐free adaptive sample size control chart for a finite production horizon and its applica-

tion in monitoring fill volume of soft drink beverage bottles 

Mahfuza Khatun, Michael B.C. Khoo, Sajal Saha, Philippe Castagliola 

Options on constant proportion portfolio insurance with guaranteed minimum equity exposure 

Luca Di Persio, Immacolata Oliva, Kai Wallbaum 

Pages: 98-112, First Published: 04-August-2020 

 

Cost‐efficient monitoring of continuous‐time stochastic processes based on discrete observations 

Hidekazu Yoshioka, Yuta Yaegashi, Motoh Tsujimura, Yumi Yoshioka 

Comparison of control charts for Poisson count data in health‐care monitoring 

Michele Scagliarini, Nunzia Boccaforno, Marco Vandi 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

Call for Papers: Special Issue on Data Science in Process Industries 

 
 
 
 
 
 
We are happy to announce a Special Issue of the journal Applied Stochastic Models in Business and Industry 
(ASMBI), https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/journal/15264025 dedicated to the topical areas featured in the 
ENBIS 2021 Online Spring Meeting on Data Science in Process Industries: 
 https://enbis.org/activities/events/
current/651_ENBIS_2021_Online_Spring_Meeting__Data_Science_in_Process_Industries/  

 

 

 

 

Pages: 84-97, First Published: 17 June 2020 

Pages: 113-138, First Published: 06 August 2020 

 

PRACTITIONER'S CORNER 

Pages: 139-154, First Published: 28 July 2020 
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https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/action/doSearch?ContribAuthorStored=Khatun%2C+Mahfuza
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/action/doSearch?ContribAuthorStored=Khoo%2C+Michael+BC
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/action/doSearch?ContribAuthorStored=Saha%2C+Sajal
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/action/doSearch?ContribAuthorStored=Castagliola%2C+Philippe
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/asmb.2547
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/action/doSearch?ContribAuthorStored=Di+Persio%2C+Luca
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/action/doSearch?ContribAuthorStored=Oliva%2C+Immacolata
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/action/doSearch?ContribAuthorStored=Wallbaum%2C+Kai
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/asmb.2559
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/asmb.2559
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/action/doSearch?ContribAuthorStored=Yoshioka%2C+Hidekazu
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/action/doSearch?ContribAuthorStored=Yaegashi%2C+Yuta
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/action/doSearch?ContribAuthorStored=Tsujimura%2C+Motoh
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/action/doSearch?ContribAuthorStored=Yoshioka%2C+Yumi
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/asmb.2560
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/action/doSearch?ContribAuthorStored=Scagliarini%2C+Michele
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/action/doSearch?ContribAuthorStored=Boccaforno%2C+Nunzia
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/action/doSearch?ContribAuthorStored=Vandi%2C+Marco
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/journal/15264025
https://enbis.org/activities/events/current/651_ENBIS_2021_Online_Spring_Meeting__Data_Science_in_Process_Industries/
https://enbis.org/activities/events/current/651_ENBIS_2021_Online_Spring_Meeting__Data_Science_in_Process_Industries/
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Therefore, having Process Industries as background, we welcome submissions on the following topics and 
connected fields: 
 

• Artificial intelligence 

• Bayesian adaptive design 
• Data quality 

• DoE and product design 

• Forecasting technologies 

• Integration of domain knowledge 

• Machine learning 
• Maintenance 

• Multivariate analysis in industry 

• Predictive modelling 

• Process monitoring in Industry 4.0 
• Reliability  

• Role of statistical thinking in process industries 

• Simulation, emulators and metamodels 
 
Papers should present either innovative methodologies in 
Data Science, or insightful applications of existing methods 
in Process Industries. Submissions are not restricted to pa-
pers presented at the ENBIS 2021 spring meeting. All sub-
missions will go through the standard, selective review pro-
cess of ASMBI. Submissions are possible until September, 
30th, 2021 through the website https://
wiley.atyponrex.com/journal/ASMB. 
 
Please follow the ASMBI author submission guidelines giv-
en on the ASMBI website (https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/
page/journal/15264025/homepage/forauthors.html) and 
clicking on the box about submissions for special issues, mentioning “ENBIS 2021” when requested.  
 
The Guest Editors of the special issue will be  Marco S. Reis (marco@eq.uc.pt) and  Nikolaus Haselgruber 
(nh@cis-on.com).  For any information about the ASMBI journal, please contact its Editor-in-Chief,  Fabrizio 
Ruggeri (fabrizio@mi.imati.cnr.it). 
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THE y-BIS REPORT 
 

Dear colleagues and friends, 

Unable to be physically close during this particular period, we tried to overcome 
this impediment by organizing in January and February two amazing webinars 
aimed mostly at students and young statisticians: “Data Science in Industry” and 
“Data Science in Tourism”. 

In “Data Science in Industry”, Nathaniel Stevens graciously chaired three speak-
ers: Maxine Qian (Data Scientist), Jennifer Zhu (Deep Learning Scientist), and 
Melanie Palmer (Senior Data Scientist). They discussed problems encountered in 
their jobs at Pinterest, Amazon, and T-Mobile. Specifically, their topics were re-
spectively “3 Ways to Improve Offline Experiment Sensitivity”, “Using Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) to Automate Clinical Workflows” and “Reshaping Refunds with 

Data Science: How Text Analytics Uncovers Pain Points to Improve Customer Experience”. Moreover, they 
dedicated the last part of the webinar to provide useful advice on how to get a career in data science to the 
young statisticians who attended. 

In “Data Science in Tourism”, Rahim Mahmoudvand generously chaired two speakers: Ilmar Uduste (Data 
Scientist at Positium) and Ismail Fahmi (Founder at PT. Media Kernels Indonesia). They explained their experi-
ence using mobile positioning data for the tourism industry and understanding the customer through social 
media. Specifically, their topics were, respectively, “Turning billions of location points from mobile positioning 
data into meaningful statistical indicators" and “Social Media Analytics for Indonesia and Neighboring Coun-
tries Gastronomic Tourism”. See pictures below and overleaf. 

In this period we are working on organizing other interesting webinars. We will keep you updated! 

Thank you, 

Luca Frigau, y-BIS Vice-President 
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REPORT FROM THE VP FOR MEMBERSHIP AND OUTREACH 

Dear colleagues, 

I hope you and your families are all staying safe and healthy, and doing well. Hopeful-
ly, things are going to get better thanks to the slowly but steadily increasing access to 
vaccinations. Although we are not able to do any in-person activities this year, we try 
our best to keep ISBIS 
membership valuable 
through virtual con-
ferences and webi-
nars. The Leading 
Women in Business 
and Industrial Statistics Webinar Series have been a success. We thank all our distin-
guished speakers for providing timely overviews of their subject domain expertise. 

We are in the process of getting ready for the ISBIS Conference as well as the many sponsored and contribut-
ed events within the ISI World Statistics Congress. We look forward to your involvement in these virtual 
events.  
 
For outreach, please follow our social media presence at Twitter and Linkedin: https://twitter.com/isbis_isi 
and https://www.linkedin.com/company/isbis-isi. In case you have any suggestions to make them more ac-
cessible and active, please reach out to me. Our blog, https://blogisbis.wordpress.com/, includes a relatively 
recent submission by the editor of our journal, Fabrizio Ruggeri, and he provides an in-depth overview about 
the article evaluation process. We are also working to increase capacity in business statistics and data science 
at all levels. Please check out some of the early content provided generously by Karin Jeske at https://
www.isbis-isi.org/webinars.html. We want to increase the content, and can use your feedback to make this 
useful. Please spread the word to your colleagues  
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If you have not done so, I kindly encourage you to renew, and please take the opportunity to reach out and 
encourage a colleague to join ISBIS at the same time. Younger colleagues can be encouraged to join to get 
involved with our y-BIS group at reduced registration fees. All colleagues can be encouraged to join to enjoy 
the global networking and collaboration opportunities that ISBIS membership facilitates. 
 
Thank you all for your support of ISBIS! Please let me know if you have any recommendations to increase our 
society’s membership levels and enthusiasm and for outreach. 
 
Take care,  

Tahir Ekin, tahirekin@txstate.edu, VP for Membership and Outreach 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

ISBIS 2021 Satellite Meeting 

The virtual ISBIS 2021 satellite meeting will take place on Friday, 7 May 2021 from 2.00 to 5.00 pm CEST (9.00 to 12.00 
pm China Standard Time and 7.00 to 10.00 am Central Standard time). 

 The following papers of general interest that recently have been published in ASMBI (Applied Stochastic Models in Busi-
ness and Industry), the official ISBIS journal, will be presented at the meeting: 

• “A review of data science in business and industry and a future view,” Grazia Vicario and Shirley Coleman, Vol. 36 
Issue 1, 6-18. 

• “Stratified two-sample design:  A review on nonparametric methods,” Eleonora Carrozzo, Rosa Arboretti, Riccardo 
Ceccato and Luigi Salmaso, Vol. 36 Issue 5, 959-973. 

• “Topological data analysis in digital marketing,” Choudur Lakshminarayan and Mingzhang Yin, Vol. 36 Issue 6, 1014-
1028. 

• “A graphical diagnostic for heavy tailed data,” John Nolan, Vol. 36 Issue 6, 1080-1091. 

• “Leaders and followers in mutual funds: A dynamic Bayesian approach,” Laura Andreu, José L. Sarto, Pilar Gargallo, 
Manuel Salvador, Vol. 36 Issue 4, 679-695. 
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The schedule of presentations can be found at 

https://www.isbis-isi.org/webinars/ISBIS2021/Plenary.html 

 

If you wish to attend this free event, you can register at  

https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/1053362238320259853   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We also wish to call to your attention that besides the plenary talks, the satellite meeting will offer all ISBIS 
members the opportunity to submit a 10-minute (please adhere carefully to this limit) presentation on a 
work/research topic that will be posted on the ISBIS website prior to the conference and promoted during the 
virtual meeting.  After you have recorded your presentation, please upload it to this dropbox link   

https://www.dropbox.com/request/CN8iaNw3cS6h5Oogptli  

Please upload your video with the filename "ISBIS2021_Firstname_Lastname.mp4" (replacing Firstname and 
Lastname with your name). See the ISBIS website https://www.isbis-isi.org/ for additional information, includ-
ing the list of plenary speakers.  

 

We look forward to meeting you online!  

 

Dan Jeske, Caterina Liberati and Martina Vandebroek 

The Organizing Committee 
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2021 ISBIS General Assembly 

The statutes of the Society state that: “The General Assembly consists of all members. It is 
the highest authority in the Society and approves the annual report and the election of the 
officers of the Society. There shall be a meeting of the General Assembly for all members 
at the biennial ISBIS symposium held in even-numbered years and at the biennial ISI World 
Statistics Congresses held in odd-numbered years. The General Assembly meeting may be 
held virtually. In the case of a virtual meeting, members are given the opportunity to par-
ticipate online and vote.” This year, the General Assembly will be held virtually on the day 
of the conference (Friday May 7th) immediately after the conclusion of the last plenary presentation. Additional details 
on link and the President’s Report will come by e-mail. Registration is available through the link: 

 https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/5262555533721766416  

______________________________________________________________ 

Report from the Nominations Committee 

Dear ISBIS members, 
 
I am glad to report the list of nominees for all the positions which are to be renewed this 
year. 
 
President Elect: Paulo Canas Rodrigues (Brazil) 
VP Program: Matilde Bini (Italy) 
VP Communications: Babak Zafari (USA) 
VP Membership: M. Z. Anis (India) 
VP Y-BIS: Nathaniel Stevens (Canada) 
 
Council members: Alyson Wilson (USA), Lizanne Raubenheimer (South Africa), Lao Ke-
nao (Togo) and Elena Zarova (Russia). 

 
The nominations committee has decided to nominate the exact number of nominees for 
each position, convinced that the proposed people are very willing and skillful to effi-
ciently contribute to the ISBIS activities in the two years ahead.  
 
Our President Elect nominee, Paulo, knows ISBIS very well and has shown a great deal of 
commitment for initiatives within our society.  Matilde will do an excellent job with our 
scientific programs, having ISBIS experience in that area already.  Babak, M. Z. and Na-
thaniel are stepping up to new roles and responsibilities within ISBIS and we look forward to the energy and new per-
spectives they will bring to their VP roles.  Our council nominees are a nice mix of consistent and experienced ISBIS sup-
porters (Alyson and Elena) and relatively new ISBIS members (Lizanne and Lao) to possibly represent different and 
evolving ideas.   
 
I would like to thank the ISBIS President, Fabrizio Ruggeri, for his support during the process and all the members of the 
nominations committee (Evodokia Xekalaki, Pavlina Jordanova, Francisco Louzada, Asha Gopalakrishnan, and Ozan 
Kocadagli).   
 

Daniel Jeske, the ISBIS President-Elect and Chair of the 2021 Nominations Committee 
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 ISBIS WEBINARS 

ISBIS has been one of the most active ISI Associations in using the GoToWebinar platform provided by ISI with 

the support of the World Bank Trust Fund for Statistical Capacity Building (WB TFSCB). ISBIS used it for the 

Data Science webinars organized by Y-BIS (one on DS in Industry and one on DS in Tourism). The platform has 

also been used twice for the “Playing with Real Data” event and it will be used for the ISBIS Satellite meeting 

on May 7th. The major use has been for the webinar series on Leading Women in Business and Industrial Sta-

tistics, one of the major contributions to the Year of Women in Statistics and Data Science (IYWSDS) promot-

ed by ISI.  

List of webinars already held in the Leading Women in Business ad Industry series: 

• "The social structure of financial networks" presented by Antonietta Mira and Federica Bianchi 

• "Quantitative Finance and the Critical Role of Statistics and Data Science" presented by Katherine B. Ensor 

• "A statistician reads the news: Statistics and data science challenges in content analytics" presented by 

Bonnie K. Ray 

• "Growing Team Synergy for Analyzing IoT Streams for Risk Assessment" presented by Nalini Ravishanker 

 

Confirmed forthcoming speakers in the series: 

 

• Speaker: Bianca Maria Colosimo, Politecnico di Milano, Italy. Topic: Towards big data mining in Industry 
4.0: quality modeling and monitoring in additive manufacturing, Date/Time: April 21st, 16:00 Milano time, 
10:00 New York time. Registration at https://register.gotowebinar.com/register/8906365656511594000 

 

• Speaker: Sonali Das, University of Pretoria, South Africa, Topic: TBA, Date/Time: May 21st, 10:00 AM Italy 
time, 4:00 AM New York and 1:00 AM California time. Registration link:  

       https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/8702443633022227984 
 

• Speaker: Christine Anderson-Cook, Los Alamos National Laboratory, USA. Topic: TBA but will focus on De-
sign of Experiments, Date/Time: July 6st, 8:00 AM Los Alamos time, 16:00 Milan time. Registration link:  

       https://register.gotowebinar.com/register/6069922525034089741 
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Recording of previous webinars in the series are 
available at   
https://www.isbis-isi.org/webinars.html 
 

Registration for webinars is free, as well as the 

view of the recorded videos, available at  

https://www.isbis-isi.org/webinars.html 

 

ISBIS is planning to continue organizing webi-
nars and, possibly, courses in the near future. Some of the activities, especially those for capacity building, will still be 
free to everyone, others will be free only for members (another reason to be ISBIS member!) and charged to non-
members, and some will require payment by everyone. The fees will allow ISBIS to pay for the use of the platform (free 
until July because of the WB TFSCB support) and also to support activities in developing countries. 

 

Special thanks go to Rahim Mahmoudvand (ISBIS Council member) and Katie Junasova (ISI Webmaster) for their help 

in organizing and managing the webinars and other online events. 

_________________________________________________________________ 

2021 ISBIS Gosset Lecture (at ISI World Statistics Congress) 

The Language of Statistics (and What’s Lost in Translation) 

Galit Shmueli 

National Tsing Hua University, Taiwan 

 

Abstract: The field of statistics uses “statistical language” for describing phenomena in 
the observable world. This language includes statistical notation for parameters, sample 
statistics, random variables and their realizations, as well as functions of these objects 
such as densities and conditional probabilities. While statistical language has proven pow-

erful for both theory development and practical applications, some phenomena of interest to researchers and practi-
tioners in business, industry, and otherwise, are not easily conveyed using statistical language, thereby creating statisti-
cal blind spots. Identifying such “unknown unknowns” can expand statistical research and applications in new domains. 
I will describe three blind spots encountered when collaborating with management scientists, behavioral scientists, and 
other research communities. One blind spot relates to con-
cepts and constructs — abstractions of interest in many scien-
tific fields. The seco nd relates to analysis goals and utility, 
which are key to statistics in practice. The third blind spot con-
cerns causal interventions and feedback loops, especially in 
combination with prediction. 

Link: TBA in ISI  Congress program. 
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2021 ASMBI Session at ISI World Statistics Congress 

 

Topic: TBA but on Autonomous Driving Systems and Adversarial Risk Analysis 

David Rios Insua 

ICMAT-CSIC and Universidad Autónoma de Madrid, Spain 

 

 

 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

Training Up the World in Data Science Skills 

‘Statistics for a Better World’ is a current catchphrase for ISI and data science has 
emerged as a more visible and publicly recognized label for problem solving.  While 
difficult to precisely define, we know that data science involves the intersection of 
statistics, computer science, engineering, mathematics and individual domain ex-
pertise. 

The ISI Associations have been asked to consider engagement with initiatives that 
improve their identity with Data Science research, education, and outreach.  One of 
the prominent goals of ISBIS is to expand the use of statistical thinking around the 
world.  We call that capacity building and we would like to extend that goal to 
training up the world in basic Data Science skills.  While there are plenty of train-
ing materials in Data Science that focus on advanced skills, there is a shortage on 
materials that bring some of the very basic data analysis skills to users wanting to 

understand the takeaway messages in data sets. 

We would like ISBIS members to consider creating short tutorials on basic data analysis topics that are based 
on using widely available software such as Excel.  The idea is to create 8-10 minute videos that demonstrate a 
single elementary data analysis topic that could jumpstart someone with only very basic math skills in the ar-
ea of data analysis.  Please review this 8 minute video by Karin Jeske (Owner, Tesselle) here as an example 
that conveys concept: 

https://www.isbis-isi.org/webinars/Jumpstart_to_Data_Science_in_Excel.html 

We hope that all ISBIS members will be inspired to create their own version of a basic data analysis tutorial 
that will help elevate the skills of basic Data Science skills across the globe.  Please feel free to contact the 
ISBIS President, Fabrizio Ruggeri (fabrizio@mi.imati.cnr.it) or the ISBIS President-elect, Daniel Jeske 
(daniel.jeske@ucr.edu), for more information about your idea for a video as well as information about the 

logistics of making it available to the world.  Thank you.                              Dan Jeske, ISBIS President-elect 
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First Event on Play with Real Data 
 

  Bu-Ali Sina University, Hamedan, Iran 
31 December 2020-31 Jan 2021 

 

Part 2: Analyzing data  

A POST-EVENT REPORT 

 

Introduction 

The First Event on Play with Real Data started with a webinar on 31 December 2020  and finished on 31 

January 2021. Below are the steps and processes followed by organizers. 
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No Title Date Program and result 

1 Opening webinar 31 Dec 2020 Event introduction 
Two keynote speeches 
Data introduction 
Q&A 

2 Team registration 01-07 Jan 2021 65 teams including 152 members 
Choosing data by teams 

3 Competition 10-15 Jan 2021 Sending data to teams 
Discussion and Q&A in the forum of competi-

tion at statpro.ir 

4 Submission 16-17 Jan 2021 Posters and supplementary files received 

5 First review 18-24 Jan 2021 Self assessment by team members 
Assessment by other teams 
Assessment by referees and data providers 

6 Announcing top teams 
and preparation for final 
section 

25-29 Jan 2021 Selecting top ten teams 
Prepare and submit a video by selected teams 

7 Selected team webinar 30 Jan 2021 Playing video of the teams by organizers 
Q&A 

8 Winners 31 Jan 2021 Assessment by referees 
Announce winners 
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Data sets 

Four data sets were considered in this event: 

• Data in the areas of insurance: this data set include about 1.200.000 records about life, automobile and health 

insurance;  

• MR image: this data set provide Magnetic Resource Images (MRI) of the 260 patients that provided for diagnosing 

dementia disease; 

• Protein Shape: This data represent 18965 proteins with 134 features (including 11 categorical and 123 numerical 

features). 

• The Protein MD Time series: this data set is about Tyrosin, which is one of the 20 standard amino acides, and 

Torsion angles Phi and Psi. 

Competition 

Totally 65 teams registered for the competition. Distribution of the competitors and the results were as below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Winners 

As it was promised, three prizes (400 USD for the first place, 200 USD for the second place and 100 USD for the third 

place) were considered for the winners of this event. However, using the preliminary scores, it was really hard to 

choose between the first and second teams as their rates were very close together. So, the scientific committees dis-

cussed the results and finally decided to announce that these two teams would jointly win the first place’s prize.  

 

 

Place Team’s title Members Data 

First 

Team 1: Gargoyles Arman Yekkekhani, 
Fatemeh Ahmadi Harchegani, 
Mostafa Shiri, 
Mohammadjalal Pouromid 

MR Image 

Team 2: Hiva Abas Didar, 
Hadiseh Nateghi, 
Samin Mahboubfar 

Insurance 
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Index MRI data Insurance data Protein Shapes Protein MD Total 

Number of 

teams 
21 32 8 4 65 

Number of 

participants 
52 74 16 9 151 

Teams with 

submission 
15 13 4 1 33 
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 Rahim Mahmoudvand, Lead Organizer 
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Second 

We R Mohammad Arashi, 
Hossein Baghishani, 
Mina Norouzirad, 
Mahsa Nadifar, 
Foad Esmaeili 

MR Image 

Third Matrix Tayeb Jamali Protein Shape 
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ENBIS Online Events this Spring 

 

 

 

 

ENBIS (www.enbis.org), the European Network for Business and Industrial Statistics, is currently preparing its 

ENBIS Spring Meeting. The Spring Meeting is usually a smaller event than the annual conference and is devot-

ed to a specific topic in the field of Business and Industrial Statistics. Unfortunately, the still bad situation of 

the COVID pandemic makes having a face-to-face meeting impossible, so it will be online.  

This year’s Spring Meeting is about “Data Science in Process Industries”. It will be held on 17th and 18th May 

2021. The co-chairs of the conference are Shirley Coleman and Andrea Ahlemeyer-Stubbe. As an appetizer 

for the Spring Meeting, Marco Reis, from the University of Coimbra, delivered a webinar with the title “A 

short tour through Industrial Process Analytics”. You can watch a recording of this webinar here: https://

www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vnh_WasjR8w. We think the webinar will encourage you to register for the 

Spring Meeting!  

Registration for this ENBIS Spring Meeting 2021 is free. You can find the most updated information about the 

event, and directly register, here: https://conferences.enbis.org/e/springmeeting2021 

On the other hand, ENBIS is collaborating with the European Metrology Network for Mathematics and Statis-
tics (MATHMET, https://www.euramet.org/european-metrology-networks/mathmet/) with the organization 
of a workshop on “Mathematical and Statistical Methods for Metrology”. It will be a virtual workshop on 
31st May and 1st June 2021. The workshop is co-chaired by Grazia Vicario and Francesca Pennecchi. You can 
find all the information about this workshop here: https://www.msmm2021.polito.it/ 

On a regular basis, ENBIS also schedules short online free webinars (1 hour long). You can find the list of up-

coming webinars at the ENBIS website: https://www.enbis.org. ENBIS is also working in the preparation of an 

online conference next September, 

and more information about the an-

nual conference will be available 

soon on the website. In this annual 

conference, the three 2021 ENBIS 

Award Recipients will deliver a talk. 

These are the recipients of this year’s 

Awards: Box Medal Award, Christine 

M. Anderson-Cook; Young Statistician Award, Inez M. Zwetsloot; and Best Manager Award, Bertrand Iooss.  

                                                                                         Lluís  Marco-Almagro lluis.marco@upc.edu 
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We are pleased to announce that the first issue of the Journal of Data Science, Statistics, and Visualisation 

(JDSSV; https://jdssv.org/) will become available online before the summer 2021.  

 

We welcome contributions to data science, statistics, and visualisation and, in particular, papers which link 

and integrate these subject areas. Articles should be oriented towards a wide scientific audience, and can 

cover topics such as machine learning and statistical learning, the visualisation and verbalisation of data, visu-

al analytics, big data infrastructures and analytics, interactive learning, and advanced computing. Scientific 

contributions should be of a high standard. 

 

At the moment we have a call for papers for the Special Issue on COVID-19 Visualisation and Modeling, until 

June 30, 2021. More details can be found at https://jdssv.org/index.php/jdssv/announcement/view/1.  

The Journal of Data Science, Statistics, and Visualisation is an official journal of the International Association 

for Statistical Computing, see https://iasc-isi.org/ and is supported by the International Statistical Institute 

(ISI). 

Editorial Board 

Patrick J.F. Groenen (Editor, Erasmus University Rotterdam, The Netherlands) 

Stefan van Aelst (Editor, KU Leuven, Belgium) 

Ann Maharaj (Copy Editor, Monash University, Australia) 

Alexandre Francisco (Web Editor, Técnico Lisboa, Portugal) 

Advisory Board 

Jan de Leeuw (UCLA, USA) 

David Hand (Imperial College, UK) 

Trevor Hastie (Stanford University, USA) 

Peter Rousseeuw (KU Leuven, Belgium) 
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Editor’s Notes 

 
Dear ISBIS colleagues,  
 

The job of editing ISBIS News is a team effort that involves many ISBIS colleagues. In this regard, those leading 
the activities have the most to contribute. We usually go through several iterations until we get something we 
are happy enough or are too tired to go again at it. What I like from my perspective is the generous disposi-
tion to help that everyone involved displays. I thank all the contributors over the past 8 years since I started 
as editor. 
 
In the last two years, there is however a man who has given a big portion of his time to the task. That man is 
Fabrizio  Ruggeri, our departing President. No matter the hour of the day/night I e-mail him, a reply comes 
back within a few minutes with sound advice. Sincere thanks Fabrizio. 
 
This issue of ISBIS News is a transitional one. A fresh Executive Committee takes over the administration of 
the Society and half of Council is renewed. I thank Tahir Ekin for helping with proofing on top of his executive 
role as Vice-President of Membership and Outreach. Thanks also to Yili Hong for his help with preparing ISBIS 
news items for the ISI monthly news release. Yili completes his term in Council. 
 
In terms of news, the success and distinguished accomplishments of the speakers in the webinar series Lead-
ing Women in Business and Industrial Statistics is a valuable ISBIS contribution to the Year of Women in Sta-
tistics and Data Science. Thanks to President Ruggeri for organizing this series. There are at least three speak-
ers scheduled for the remaining of the series (see pp. 15-16). 
 
Our appreciation to everyone who contributed to this issue.  
 
  

Román Viveros-Aguilera, Editor of ISBIS News 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This newsletter was produced using Microsoft Publisher 2010, layout: Román Viveros-Aguilera 
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